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Abstract: A modified algorithm of combined GPS/GLONASS precise point positioning (GG-PPP) was developed by decreasing the 
number of unknowns to be estimated so that accurate position solutions can be achieved in the case of less number of visible 
satellites. The system time difference between GPS and GLONASS (STDGG) and zenith tropospheric delay (ZTD) values were 
firstly estimated in an open sky condition using the traditional GG-PPP algorithm. Then, they were used as a priori known values in 
the modified algorithm instead of estimating them as unknowns. The proposed algorithm was tested using observations collected at 
BJFS station in a simulated open-pit mine environment. The results show that the position filter converges much faster to a stable 
value in all three coordinate components using the modified algorithm than using the traditional algorithm. The modified algorithm 
achieves higher positioning accuracy as well. The accuracy improvement in the horizontal direction and vertical direction reaches 
69% and 95% at a satellite elevation mask angle of 50°, respectively. 
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1 Introduction 
 

Precise point positioning (PPP) is a technique that 
uses dual-frequency carrier phase observations from a 
single receiver along with precise satellite orbit and 
clock products to achieve an accuracy of decimeter to 
centimeter level [1,2]. In the past, the PPP technique was 
mainly implemented using GPS-only observations. But 
for such a satellite-based positioning technique, the 
accuracy, availability and reliability of position solutions 
are largely dependent on the number of visible satellites. 
In open-pit mines, the number of tracked GPS satellites 
is often insufficient to obtain a high-accuracy positioning 
solution. With the revitalization and modernization of 
GLONASS [3], the combined use of GPS and 
GLONASS has attracted increasing interest in the GNSS 
(Global Navigation Satellite Systems) community. In 
recent years, some researchers investigated the combined 
GPS/GLONASS PPP (GG-PPP) approaches [4−9] and 
the results have indicated improved performance over 
GPS-only PPP especially in the environment with limited 
satellite visibility [7]. 

In the traditional GG-PPP observation model, the 
estimated unknown parameters include three coordinate 
components, one receiver clock offset, one system time 
difference between GPS and GLONASS (STDGG), one 
zenith tropospheric delay (ZTD), and ambiguities equal 
to a number of observed GPS and GLONASS satellites 
[4]. It is apparent that there are too many unknown 
parameters that need to be solved. The more the number 
of the unknowns is, the more the required number of 
visible satellites is. Although the integration of GPS and 
GLONASS almost doubles the number of visible 
satellites, the observed satellites could still be 
insufficient in open-pit mines due to too many unknowns 
to be estimated and less number of visible satellites. In 
order to enable the PPP applications in such a situation, 
an effective strategy is to reduce the number of the 
unknowns in the GG-PPP approach. 

A modified GG-PPP algorithm is proposed by 
removing the unknown parameters of the STDGG and 
ZTD from the observation model. Instead of estimating 
the two unknowns, their values are determined in 
advance in an open sky condition using the traditional 
algorithm. The performance of the traditional GG-PPP  
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algorithm is first assessed by comparing with GPS-only 
PPP using real observations but in a simulated open-pit 
mine environment. The modified GG-PPP algorithm is 
then tested and the results are compared with those 
obtained from the traditional algorithm. 
 
2 Combined GPS/GLONASS PPP algorithm 
 
2.1 Traditional algorithm 

For a dual-frequency GPS/GLONASS receiver, the 
pseudorange and carrier phase observations on L1 and L2 
frequencies between a receiver and a satellite can be 
written as [4] 
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where the superscripts “g” and “r” denote a GPS satellite 
and a GLONASS satellite, respectively; Pi is the 
measured pseudorange on Li, m; Φi is the measured 
carrier phase on Li, m; ρ is the geometric range, m; c is 
the speed of light, m/s; ∆t is the receiver clock offset, s; 
∆tsys is the system time difference between GPS and 
GLONASS, s; ∆T is the satellite clock offset, s; dorb is 
the satellite orbit error, m; dtrop is the zenith tropospheric 
delay, m; m is the mapping function; 

iLd /ion  is the 
ionospheric delay on Li, m; λi is the GPS carrier 
wavelength on Li, m; r

iλ  is the carrier wavelength on Li 
for a GLONASS satellite “r”, m; Ni is the phase 
ambiguity term on Li in cycles; 

iPd /mult  and 
iΦd /mult  

are the multipath effect in the measured pseudorange and 
carrier phase on Li, m, respectively; ε is the measurement 
noise, m. 

After applying the precise satellite orbit and clock 
corrections as well as other error corrections that need to 
be considered in PPP [2], the ionosphere-free code and 
carrier phase observables for GPS and GLONASS can be 
expressed as 
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where PIF is the corrected ionosphere-free code 
observable, m; ΦIF is the corrected ionosphere-free phase 
observable, m; NIF is the ionosphere-free ambiguity term, 
m; 

IFPε and 
IFΦε contain measurement noise, multipath 

as well as other residual errors, m. The unknown 
parameters in the observation model include three 
coordinate components, one receiver clock offset, one 
STDGG, one ZTD and ambiguities. The receiver clock 
offsets are usually modeled as random walk (RW) or 
first-order Gauss−Markov processes [10,11]. The 
STDGG and ZTD can be modeled as RW processes [12], 
while the ambiguity parameters and static position 
coordinates are considered constants. 
 
2.2 Modified algorithm 

In the modified GG-PPP algorithm, the STDGG and 
ZTD are removed from the unknown parameters to be 
estimated. Instead of solving them as unknowns, their a 
priori known values that are obtained using the 
traditional algorithm under an open sky observing 
condition are applied to correctting observations based 
on the fact that the STDGG and ZTD remain stable over 
a short period of time. After removing the unknowns of 
the STDGG and ZTD, the observation model in the 
modified algorithm is simplified as 
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where g

IFP′  and g
IFΦ′  are the updated ones after 

applying the a priori ZTD corrections to g
IFP  and ,g

IFΦ  
respectively; Similarly, r

IFP′  and r
IFΦ′  are the updated 

ones after applying the a priori STDGG and ZTD 
corrections to r

IFP  and r
IFΦ , respectively. 

 
3 Test results and analysis 
 

In this section, the GG-PPP solutions based on the 
traditional algorithm were first analyzed using mixed 
GPS/GLONASS observations. The open-pit mine 
environments were simulated by setting different satellite 
elevation mask angles. Next, the modified GG-PPP 
algorithm was tested and compared with the traditional 
algorithm. 

The dataset collected at the BJFS station on July 25, 
2012 was used for PPP processing. The BJFS station is 
equipped with a dual-frequency GNSS receiver that can 
receive both GPS and GLONASS signals. The dataset 
has a data sampling interval of 30 s. The final precise 
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satellite orbit and 30s-interval clock offset products from 
IAC (Information-Analytical Center, Russia) were used 
to correct the satellite orbit and clock errors. In the 
Kalman filter estimation, the initial standard deviation 
(STD) values of GPS and GLONASS code observations 
were set to be 0.3 m and 0.6 m, respectively. The initial 
STD values of both GPS and GLONASS phase 
observations were set to be 2 mm. The spectral density 
values for the ZTD, the receiver clock offset and the 
STDGG parameters were empirically set to be 10−9 m2/s, 
105 m2/s and 10−7 m2/s [13], respectively. The antenna 
model “igs08.atx” was used for both satellite and 
receiver antenna phase center corrections [14]. The 
station coordinates from IGS were used as the “true” 
coordinates to calculate the positional errors in the east, 
north and up directions, respectively. 
 
3.1 Improvement analysis of combined GPS/ 

GLONASS PPP over GPS-only PPP 
The dataset was processed using the traditional 

GG-PPP algorithm at different elevation mask angles 
with a comparison with GPS-only PPP. The satellite 
elevation mask angles were set to be 30°, 40° and 50° for 
the purpose of simulating an open-pit environment, 
respectively. 

Figures 1 and 2 show the position errors, number of 
visible satellites and PDOP values for GPS-only PPP and 
GG-PPP at different elevation mask angles. The results 
indicate that the convergence time in the horizontal 
coordinate components has been reduced significantly by 
adding GLONASS to GPS. Table 1 provides the RMS 
statistical values of position errors within the last one 
hour for all three coordinate components. The RMS 
statistics reflect a converged positioning accuracy. It is 
noted that the accuracy improvements are significant in 
three coordinate components, especially for the elevation 
mask angle of 40°. Its improvement rates in the east, 
north and up directions reach 20%, 53% and 67%, 
respectively. This is because the less number of GPS 
satellites are visible at the higher elevation mask angle. 
Thus, the improvement on the satellite geometry is more 
significant after adding GLONASS. As a result, the 
positioning performance is improved at a larger degree. 
This clearly suggests that the integration of GPS and 
GLONASS can significantly benefit from the increased 
number of tracked satellites and improved satellite 
geometry under the limited visibility conditions. In this 
sense, the combined use of GPS and GLONASS is more 
desirable for applications in the open-pit mines. 

In Figs. 1 and 2, PDOPs at some epochs are 
unavailable. This is because a minimum satellite number 
of 5 and 4 is required in the GG-PPP and GPS-only PPP 
processings, respectively. When the actual number of 

visible satellites is fewer than the required minimum 
number, the PDOPs as well as position coordinates will 
not be computed at these epochs. When the elevation 
mask angle is further set to 50°, the GPS-only 
positioning solutions are unavailable for more epochs 
due to insufficient satellites. Therefore, their processing 
results are not plotted and displayed here. 
 

 
Fig. 1 GPS-only vs GPS/GLONASS positioning errors for PPP 
processings at elevation mask angle of 30° 
 
Table 1 RMS statistics of position errors for GPS-only PPP and 
combined GPS/GLONASS PPP 

Error/m Mask angle/ 
(°) 

System 
East North Up 

GPS-only 0.046 0.028 0.203
30 

GPS/GLO 0.036 0.027 0.190

GPS-only 0.046 0.059 0.929
40 

GPS/GLO 0.037 0.028 0.306
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Fig. 2 GPS-only vs GPS/GLONASS positioning errors for PPP 
processing at elevation mask angle of 40° 
 
3.2 Result analysis using modified algorithm 

In order to test the performance of GG-PPP using 
the modified algorithm, the results are compared with the 
traditional algorithm. 

Figure 3 shows the estimated epoch-by-epoch 
STDGG and ZTD values based on the traditional 
GG-PPP algorithm using the same dataset at an elevation 
mask angle of 10°. As can be seen, the STDGG and ZTD 
remain stable over one day. The large variations at the 
beginning are due to the convergence procedure of the 
position filter. The estimates of the STDGG vary in a 
range of 2 ns while the estimates of the ZTD values vary 
in a range of 10 cm after the position filter converges. 
More investigations regarding the time characteristics of 
the STDGG may refer to Ref. [15].  It is well known 
that the dry component of the ZTD is quite stable over 

short time. By contrast, its wet component is variable 
over time. But due to the fact that the wet component 
only accounts for 10%−20% of the ZTD, its variation is 
negligible using the modified algorithm. 
 

 
Fig. 3 Estimated system time difference values and zenith 
tropospheric delays at BJFS station 
 

In the implementation of the modified algorithm, 
the traditional GG-PPP algorithm was firstly used to 
obtain estimates of the STDGG and ZTD in an open sky 
observing condition, as seen in Fig. 4. Figure 4 shows the 
epoch-by-epoch estimates of the STDGG and ZTD from 
GPS time 5:00 to 7:00 at an elevation mask angle of 10°. 
The estimated STDGG and ZTD values at the GPS time 
of 7:00 (i.e. the red cycles in Fig. 4) are then used as a 
priori known STDGG and ZWD values in the modified 
algorithm. With the a priori known STDGG and ZWD 
values, Figures 5−7 illustrate the GG-PPP processing 
results based on the modified algorithm using 
observations from 8:00 to 12:00 at elevation mask angles 
of 30°, 40° and 50°, respectively. The GG-PPP 
processing results using the traditional algorithm are also 
displayed for the purpose of comparison. It can be seen 
from these figures that the position filter converges much 
faster to a stable value in all three coordinate components 
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Fig. 4 Estimated STDGG (a) and ZTD (b) at BJFS station from 
GPS time 5:00 to 7:00 
 

 
Fig. 5 Positioning errors for GG-PPP processing using 
traditional and modified algorithms at elevation mask angle of 
30° 

 

 
Fig. 6 Positioning errors for GG-PPP processing using 
traditional and modified algorithms at elevation mask angle of 
40° 
 

 
Fig. 7 Positioning errors for GG-PPP processing using 
traditional and modified algorithms at elevation mask angle of 
50° 
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using the modified algorithm than the traditional 
algorithm. 

Table 2 provides the RMS statistics of the last 
one-hour position errors. It is noted that the positioning 
accuracy degrades with the increase of the elevation 
mask angles from 30° to 50° using the traditional 
GG-PPP algorithm. However, it is not the case for the 
modified GG-PPP algorithm. Comparing their results 
using the two different algorithms, it is found that the 
modified algorithm achieves higher positioning accuracy, 
especially in the vertical component. The accuracy 
improvement is more significant under higher elevation 
mask angles. This means that reducing the unknown 
parameters indeed contributes to shortening the 
convergence time and improving the positioning 
accuracy in a limited satellite visibility environment. 
 
Table 2 RMS values of position errors at different elevation 
mask angles 

Error/m Mask angle/ 
(°) 

Algorithm 
East North Up 

Traditional 0.030 0.022 0.098
30 

Modified 0.079 0.009 0.088

Traditional 0.030 0.023 0.163
40 

Modified 0.062 0.008 0.047

Traditional 0.051 0.046 0.317
50 

Modified 0.020 0.008 0.016

 
4 Conclusions 
 

1) The combined GPS/GLONASS precise point 
positioning significantly improves positioning accuracy 
and reduces convergence time over GPS-only PPP in the 
simulated open-pit mine environment. 

2) A modified algorithm was proposed by reducing 
two unknown parameters to be estimated, namely the 
system time difference between GPS and GLONASS 
(STDGG) and the zenith tropospheric delay (ZTD). 
Instead of estimating them as unknowns, their a priori 
known values that were obtained in the open-sky 
condition were used to correct observations. 

3) The position solutions using the modified 
algorithm were compared with those acquired from the 
traditional GG-PPP algorithm. The results indicate that 
the modified algorithm can significantly improve the 
positioning accuracy as well as shorten the convergence 
time in the limited satellite visibility condition. The 
accuracy improvements in the horizontal direction and 
vertical direction reach 69% and 95% at a satellite 

elevation mask angle of 50°, respectively. 
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一种改进的 GPS/GLONASS 组合 
精密单点定位算法在露天矿区测量中的应用 

 
蔡昌盛，罗小敏，朱建军 

 
中南大学 地球科学与信息物理学院，长沙 410083 

 
摘  要：提出一种改进的组合 GPS/GLONASS 精密单点定位（GG-PPP）算法，即首先利用传统的 GG-PPP 算法

求得GPS-GLONASS系统时间差参数和天顶对流层延迟参数，然后将它们作为改进GG-PPP算法解算的先验信息，

从而达到减少待估参数个数的目的。采用 BJFS 站的实测数据在一个模拟的露天矿区环境进行改进的 GG-PPP 算

法试验。结果表明，在有限的卫星可视环境中，改进的 GG-PPP 算法能有效改善定位性能。 

关键词：GPS；GLONASS；精密单点定位；卫星高度角；露天矿区 
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